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Report to the Principal's Office
Winner of the Newbery Medal and the National Book Award! This #1 New York
Times bestselling, modern classic in which boys are forced to dig holes day in and
day out is now available with a splashy new look. Stanley Yelnats is under a curse.
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A curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-greatgrandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnatses. Now Stanley has
been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys
build character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet wide
and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot
of holes. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because
the warden is looking for something. But what could be buried under a dried-up
lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of
crime and punishment—and redemption. Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from
Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well as an excerpt from Louis Sachar’s new
middle-grade novel, Fuzzy Mud. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." --The New York
Times WINNER OF THE BOSTON GLOBE-HORN BOOK AWARD A NEW YORK TIMES
BOOK REVIEW NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK SELECTED FOR NUMEROUS BEST BOOK
OF THE YEAR AND ALA HONORS

Dogs Don't Tell Jokes
Angeline could read before she was old enough to turn the pages of a book, and
she mastered the piano without a single lesson. But being so clever doesn't make
life easy for Angeline. This charming book is a quirky celebration of fathers,
teachers, being yourself and finding happiness in unexpected places.
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Dr. Sigmundus: The Hollow People
Sixth Grade Can Really Kill You))Sixth Grade Sleepover))Sixth Grade Secrets))A
Really Popular Girl))4 Vols.

Sixth Grade Secrets Lit Links Series Gr. 4-6
Looking forward to returning to his beloved summer enrichment camp, Gabe is
horrified by a wildfire that causes his super-cool stepbrother's camp of equally cool
campers to join Nerd Camp, prompting a clash between the two groups. By the
author of Standing for Socks.

The Seven Wonders of Sassafras Springs
Armpit and X-Ray are living in Austin, Texas. It is three years since they left the
confines of Camp Green Lake Detention Centre and Armpit is taking small steps to
turn his life around. He is working for a landscape gardener because he is good at
digging holes, he is going to school and he is enjoying his first proper romance, but
is he going to be able to stay out of trouble when there is so much building up
against him? In this exciting novel, Armpit is joined by many vibrant new
characters, and is learning what it takes to stay on course, and that doing the right
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thing is never the wrong choice.

Someday Angeline
Marvin Redpost #8: A Magic Crystal?
Four new students at Plumstead Middle School--unhappy Sunny, Eddie, who just
wants to survive, Salem, the writer, and the inimitable Pickles--must adjust to a
new environment and each other with nothing in common but Humphrey the
hamster.

Johnny's in the Basement
The beloved bestseller from Newbery Medalist and National Book Award winner
Louis Sachar (Holes), with a brand-new cover! “Give me a dollar or I’ll spit on you.”
That’s Bradley Chalkers for you. He’s the oldest kid in the fifth grade. He tells
enormous lies. He picks fights with girls, and the teachers say he has serious
behavior problems. No one likes him—except Carla, the new school counselor. She
thinks Bradley is sensitive and generous, and she even enjoys his far-fetched
stories. Carla knows that Bradley could change, if only he weren’t afraid to try. But
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when you feel like the most hated kid in the whole school, believing in yourself can
be the hardest thing in the world. . . .

The Secret Sheriff of Sixth Grade
This chapter book series by Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis
Sachar features one hilariously overactive imagination! Marvin Redpost has never
felt like he fits in with his family. So when he hears a news report about a missing
prince who looks just like him, he knows exactly what happened. Now all he has to
do is tell Mr. and Mrs. Redpost that it’s time for him to move in with his real
parents at the castle…. Hilarious and relatable, Marvin Redpost is perfect for kids
who love to bond with quirky characters like Junie B. Jones and George Brown,
Class Clown. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Is There Life After Sixth Grade?
The 6th Grade Nickname Game
Life in Sassafras Springs has always been predictable, boring even, but one
afternoon that changes when Eben McAllister's pa challenges him to find Seven
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Wonders in Sassafras that rival the real Seven Wonders of the World. The reward?
An adventure that Eben's been craving -- a trip to Colorado. Even doesn't think
he'll have any luck -- he can't think of one single thing that could be considered
wondrous in Sassafras -- but he's willing to try. Little does he know that the
Wonders he'll discover among his neighbors, friends, relatives, and family will give
him the adventure of a lifetimewithout ever leaving his home.

Sixth-Grade Sleepover
In the fourth book in the series, twins Connie and Ruth are on the outs, and Gwen
is being a major pain!

Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja
In middle school, popularity is power—and in this modern spin on a Robin Hood
tale, Coco Sherwood is bringing justice to the social scene. At Briar Green Middle
School, you are either a Somebody, a Sorta-body, or a Nobody. Twelve-year-old
Coco Sherwood falls directly in the Nobody category—the kids who are considered
the misfits and outcasts of the school. It’s not fair. It’s not right. And it’s time to
even the score. With clever planning and sneaky tactics, Coco becomes the Robin
Hood of Briar Green. Girls who never thought they had a chance to be noticed are
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now making cheer squad and turning into beauty queens. But when Coco takes on
the ultimate challenge—taking down Popular Girl #1 Dijon Randle—her dream of
equality on the middle-school social ladder may turn into a nightmare. Can Coco
and the rest of the Nobodies triumph in a world where popularity is power? Or will
the Somebodies win—again?

Pig City
'Watch closely,' said Mrs Jewls. 'You can learn much faster using a computer
instead of paper and pencil.' Then she pushed the computer out of the window.
The children all watched it fall thirty floors. 'See?' said Mrs Jewls. 'That's gravity . .
.' That's the way things happen at Wayside School. There are twenty-nine kids in
Mrs Jewls' class and this book is about all of them: there is Todd, who is in trouble
every day, until he gets a magic dog; Paul, whose life is saved by Leslie's pigtails;
Ron, who dares to try the cafeteria's mushroom surprise; and all the others who
help turn a day at Wayside School into one madcap adventure after another.

Small Steps
Lydia, Christopher and Natalie are used to domestic turmoil. Their parents' divorce
has not made family life any easier in either home. The children bounce to and fro
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between their volatile mother, Miranda, and Daniel, their out-of-work actor father.
Then Miranda advertises for a cleaning lady who will supervise the children after
school - and Daniel gets the job, disguised as Madame Doubtfire. This is a
bittersweet, touching and extremely funny book.

Name Tags and Other Sixth-Grade Disasters
In sixth grade, bad things can happen to good kids. Bullies will find your weakness
and jump on it. Teachers will say you did something wrong when really didn't mean
to do anything wrong. The kids who joke the loudest can drown out the quieter,
nicer kids. Maverick wants to change all that. One of the last things his father left
him was a toy sheriff's badge, back when Maverick was little. Now he likes to carry
it around to remind him of his dad - and also to remind him to make school a better
place for everyone . . . even if that's a hard thing to do, especially when his own
home life is falling apart. THE SECRET SHERIFF OF SIXTH GRADE is a story about
standing up for yourself - and being a hero at home and in the halls of your school.

Mal and Chad: Food Fight!
Today is Thursday. Today is 'hole' day. So, naturally, everyone is wearing their
'holiest' clothes. Even the class teacher, Mrs North . . . But she is soon to find out
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from Principal McCabe that a surprise visitor is coming to the school. In fact, the
President of the United States is on his way. And there's no time to change! What
questions will Marvin get to ask the President? And, with all the television cameras
pointed, will he solve his biggest maths problem to date? This book is full of
surprises but, yet again, Louis Sachar delivers a thoughtful and vibrantly funny
story in this, the fifth of the series.

Marvin Redpost: Class President
'Why did the guy eat two dead skunks for breakfast?' 'Because dead ones squeal
when you stick the fork in.' Gary W. Boone knows he was born to be a stand-up
comedian. It is the rest of the kids in the class who think he is a fool. Then the
Floyd Hicks Junior High School Talent Show is announced, and he starts practising
his routine non-stop to get it just right. Gary's sure that this will be his big break he'll make everyone laugh and will win the $100 prize money. But when an
outrageous surprise threatens to turn his debut into a disaster, it looks as if the
biggest joke of all may be on Gary himself.

The Boy Who Lost His Face
Janey worries that the sixth grade Rabbit Reading Club's all-night sleepover will
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expose her fear of the dark, but it turns out that she is not the only member with a
secret.

Sixth Grade Secrets
Maxie Granville is horrified when her sixth grade class is moved to the high school
building and the older students start calling them "munchkins," but Maxie and her
friends come up with a brilliant plan to prove that they can fit in with the other
studen

There's a Boy in the Girls' Bathroom
Sixth Grade Secrets
When Laura Sibbie starts a club called Pig City, she incites a near-war among her
sixth-grade classmates and generates the creation of a rival club that has designs
on Pig City's precious box of secrets.

Wayside School is Falling Down
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In the tradition of Calvin and Hobbes, MAL AND CHAD is a funny comic-strip
graphic novel that makes a perfect first chapter book! Mal is a kid genius with a
talking dog . . . so why doesn't anyone seem to notice him? Poor Mal. It's not easy
being a kid genius who wears a lab coat to school ("It's not a bathrobe!"). Megan,
his not-so-secret crush, has formed a club that has a no-boys-allowed policy especially not Mal, who would do anything to feel like he belongs. Fortunately, Mal
always has Chad, his talking dog. When Chad begins having scary dreams, Mal
builds a dream portal to defeat Chad's nightmare beast once and for all. Something
goes wrong, though, and the beast follows Mal back to reality. Now Megan and her
friends are in danger . . . but Mal is there to come to the rescue, showing that, just
maybe, he's someone to pay attention to. With kid-friendly humor and a deft
touch, Stephen McCranie continues his breakthrough series perfect for any kid
who's one book away from either Big Nate or Diary of a Wimpy Kid.

Stealing Popular
Eager to keep the existence of her new club a secret, Laura asks each member to
tell her something embarrassing about themselves, a tactic that could backfire.
Reissue.

Monkey Soup
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From the author of the acclaimed bestseller Holes, winner of the Newbery Award
and the National Book Award, comes Fuzzy Mud, a New York Times bestseller.
"Sachar blends elements of mystery, suspense, and school-day life into a taut
environmental cautionary tale."--Publishers Weekly Be careful. Your next step may
be your last. Fifth grader Tamaya Dhilwaddi and seventh grader Marshall Walsh
have been walking to and from Woodridge Academy together since elementary
school. But their routine is disrupted when bully Chad Hilligas challenges Marshall
to a fight. To avoid the conflict, Marshall takes a shortcut home through the offlimits woods. Tamaya, unaware of the reason for the detour, reluctantly follows.
They soon get lost. And then they find trouble. Bigger trouble than anyone could
ever have imagined. In the days and weeks that follow, the authorities and the U.S.
Senate become involved, and what they uncover might affect the future of the
world.

Marvin Redpost #1: Kidnapped at Birth?
A funny and fast-paced story about two best friends whose innocent game could
make them not-so legendary, from New York Times bestselling author Gordon
Korman. Best friends Jeff and Wiley are legends. There is practically no one in their
school who hasn't been nicknamed by the duo. They've dubbed their own
underachieving class "The Dim Bulbs"; their pop-eyed principal is better known as
"Deer in Headlights"; and their enormous new English teacher, Mr. Hughes, is "Mr.
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Huge." But now some of the nicknames that Jeff and Wiley have invented are
backfiring on them. Will the duo be able to get it together before it's too late?

Upper Fourth at Malory Towers
This chapter book in Newbery Honor–winning and bestselling author Louis Sachar’s
Marvin Redpost series is getting magical…or is it? Marvin Redpost has a
girlfriend—not a real girlfriend, just a girl who is a friend. And Casey Happleton is
no ordinary girl. She lives in an old firehouse and she has a magic crystal! She
wants to share the crystal with Marvin. Could the crystal really be magic? Or is
Casey putting her own spell on Marvin? Hilarious and relatable, Marvin Redpost is
perfect for kids who love to bond with quirky characters like Junie B. Jones and
George Brown, Class Clown. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Tales of a Sixth Grade Muppet
Is There Any Way Out of Sixth Grade?
When her eccentric dress keeps her out of the class yearbook picture, sixth-grader
Amy decides to create, with the help of her best friend Anthony's photographic
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skills, an alternative yearbook composed of candid shots of her classmates and
teachers.

Madame Doubtfire
Fun, funny, and fully heartfelt. Everyone needs true-blue friends like Lizbeth's.
SuperChicken for life. Kristin L. Gray, author of The Amelia Six and Vilonia Beebe
Takes Charge One of those books that explores difficult topicsdivorce, a new
school, being dubbed a "weirdo"with grace and good humor. Rebecca Petruck,
author of Boy Bites Bug and Steering Toward Normal This hilarious and heartfelt
gem is moving straight to my "favorites" shelf. Lisa Lewis Tyre, author of Last in a
Long Line of Rebels and Hope in the Holler Twelve-year-old Lizbeth always has a
plan, and those plans have usually workeduntil now. No matter what she tries,
she can't get rid of her dad's new girlfriend, Claire. And when she and her mom
move, Lizbeth has to join a sixth-grade class already in progress, where her
teacher makes her wear a name tag and she's seated with three notorious
"weirdos." When faced with mandatory participation in a school talent show,
Lizbeth and the Weirdos decide to create self portraits. Reluctantly, Lizbeth finds
herself becoming friends with people she thought she had nothing in common
withand coming to terms with the things she can't control.
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Sixth Grade Secrets
When Alton's ageing, blind uncle asks him to attend bridge games with him, he
agrees. After all, it's better than a crappy summer job in the local shopping mall,
and Alton's mother thinks it might secure their way to a good inheritance
sometime in the future. But, like all apparently casual choices in any of Louis
Sachar's wonderful books, this choice soon turns out to be a lot more complex than
Alton could ever have imagined. As his relationship with his uncle develops, and he
meets the very attractive Toni, deeply buried secrets are uncovered and a
romance that spans decades is finally brought to conclusion. Alton's mother is in
for a surprise!

Best of Friends
When sixth-grader Sonya and her boarding school classmates are required to
recreate a historically accurate version of the 1777 Battle of Princeton, they stage
their own version of the battle at night in the snow.

The Secret of Platform 13
ON THE SINISTER ISLAND where strict obedience to the laws of the mysterious Dr.
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Sigmundus holds sway, dreaming will get you locked up and branded a lunatic, a
danger to society and to all who know you. In this doomed and repressive place,
two teens that were never meant to meet or share their dreams, cross paths and
set in motion that which rips them from the lives they were meant to lead.
Together they join forces with a ragtag group of rebel forces bent on breaking the
grip of lies and illusions their countrymen have accepted without question. For fans
of thoughtful science fiction and fantasy, The Hollow People opens a window on the
unseen worlds that surround us. It is the first installment in The Promises of Dr.
Sigmundus. Book II will continue the tale in fall 2008. From the Hardcover edition.

Who's Afraid of Sixth Grade?
Johnny is not sure he wants to grow up when his eleventh birthday brings with it
the responsibility for household chores and the gift of lessons at Leonora's Dance
Studio.

Fuzzy Mud
With the help of her toy monkey, a girl prepares an all-encompassing soup full of
band-aids, crayons, and tissues, for her father who is sick in bed.
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Holes
Collette finds herself unexpectedly popular when her fellow students find out her
family knows the world's most gorgeous teacher personally.

Nerd Camp 2.0
The classic novel from Newbery Medalist and National Book Award winner Louis
Sachar (Holes), with a brand-new cover! David is only trying to be cool when he
helps some of the popular kids steal Old Lady Bayfield’s cane. But when the plan
backfires, he’s the one the “old witch” curses. Now David can’t seem to do
anything right. The cool kids taunt him and his only friends are freaks. He even
walks into Spanish class with his fly unzipped! And when he finally gets up the
nerve to ask out a cute girl, his pants fall down in midsentence. Is it the Bayfield
curse at work? Or is David simply turning into a total loser?

The Cardturner
'What was Pig City?' thought Laura. Soon it would be something that everyone
wanted to be part of . . . Laura Sibbie is trying to find the perfect 'pigs' for her new
club, Pig City: classmates who can keep the biggest secret ever! But to make sure
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that none of them tells anyone else about the club, each one must give an
'insurance' - something totally embarrassing - to be hidden unless they break the
most important law of Pig City. As Pig City grows and the 'pigs' rule the school, the
'insurances' get more daring and when hotshot Gabriel finds out about the club,
life gets more risky for the 'pigs' and more complicated for Laura. Is something
terrible going to happen? Now there is a new club around, Monkey Town, and they
are going to turn Pig City upside down.

Sixth Grade High
Eager to keep the existence of her new club a secret, Laura asks each member to
tell her something embarrassing about themselves, a tactic that could backfire.
Reissue.

The Truth about Sixth Grade
Under Platform 13 at King's Cross Station there is a secret door that leads to a
magical island . . . It appears only once every nine years. And when it opens, four
mysterious figures step into the streets of London. A wizard, an ogre, a fey and a
young hag have come to find the prince of their kingdom, stolen as a baby nine
years before. But the prince has become a horrible rich boy called Raymond
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Trottle, who doesn't understand magic and is determined not to be rescued.
Shortlisted for the Smarties Prize, The Secret of Platform 13 is an exciting magical
adventure from Eva Ibbotson, the award-winning author of Journey to the River
Sea. 'This kind of fun will never fail to delight' Philip Pullman
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